In the present work we demonstrate the application of different physical methods to high-frequency or tick-bytick financial time series data. In particular, we calculate the Hurst exponent and inverse statistics for the price time series taken from a range of futures indices. Additionally, we show that in a limit order book the relaxation times of an imbalanced book state with more demand or supply can be described by stretched exponential laws analogous to those seen in many physical systems.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years the study of financial markets have become more prevalent among the physics community.
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The popularity of this area of research, also known as econophysics, is partially due to the large amount of data that has become freely available to scientists. However, most of the studies deal with sample periods of the order of days while in fact a large number of modern financial institutions often deal with high-frequency or tick-by-tick data.
The importance of tick-by-tick time series data is certainly related to the fact that it allows one to address important questions regarding the dynamics of market microstructure. One such question relates to the possible presence of higher-order or non-linear correlations in the price change dynamics, quantities that can be characterised by calculation of the Hurst exponent, 4 H ∈ [0, 1], of the time series. If non-linear correlations are identified then they can be seen as a possible source of price feedback or market inefficiency and as such serve to contradict the efficient market hypothesis (EMH).
5 Such things are very interesting for market participants who might, for example, seek to construct high-frequency trading systems. Related to the presence of high-order correlations are questions about the nature of first passage distribution of the price time series. Investigations into the first passage time can be placed within the framework of inverse statistics 6, 7 and are another tool for understanding the scaling properties of a times series. Alternatively, for a high-frequency trader, knowledge of the first passage distribution is useful in that it can be used to construct estimates of the optimal investment horizon, τ , that is, the average time required for the price to move by some specified amount. For Brownian motion, the analytical solution for P (τ ), the distribution of τ , is known. [8] [9] [10] For price evolution that is nonBrownian (possibly due to high-order correlations) an empirical model for P (τ ) will need to be derived. Another set of interesting microstructure questions can be posed around understanding the dynamics of the limit order book. The limit order book stores market supply and demand and generally exists in a state of disequilibrium. In fact, there are complex interplays and feedbacks between the evolution of the order book state, the order flow in the market, and the evolution of the market price. Hence arriving at an understanding of the order book dynamics is important if we are to attempt a complete explanation of the observed price change dynamics.
In this work we investigate higher-order correlations within financial time series by calculating the local Hurst exponent, H L (t), for a range of futures markets. The interest in the local Hurst exponent is that it allows one to investigate how scaling within a time series varies in time and with length scale. For the same markets we investigate also the distribution of the first passage time and fit an empirical model to describe the distribution of the optimal investment horizon P (τ ). Finally, we study some characteristics of the relaxation of volume imbalances in limit order books. Specifically, we look at the distribution of times that an unbalanced limit order book book takes to revert to a zero imbalance or equilibrium state.
LOCAL BEHAVIOUR OF HURST EXPONENTS IN HIGH-FREQUENCY FUTURES CONTRACTS
In physics, as well as other scientific disciplines, the Hurst exponent, H ∈ [0, 1], is often considered as an indicator for correlations in time series analysis. 4 In particular, for 0 ≤ H < 0.5 it is said that the behaviour of the time series is antipersistent, and conversely, persistent for 0.5 < H ≤ 1. For completely uncorrelated movements, as assumed by the "efficient market hypothesis" of financial markets, we expect H = 0.5. As a first step of our investigation we apply the concept of local Hurst exponent, H L (t), to different time series of futures contracts sampled at 1 minute period from 1/1/2003 and ending 31/12/2004. According to this method, described in Ref., 11 the exponent H is calculated, via the detrended fluctuation analysis 12 (DFA), over a time window of length L much smaller of the length of the entire time series. The calculation is then repeated by shifting the time window by a fixed period (in the present analysis 10 minutes) so to obtain an entire time series of Hurst exponents. An example of the outcome of this method is given in Fig. 1 where the time series of H L (t) for the S&P500 (SP) and the British Pound exchange rate (BP) futures indices are reported. From the plot, we can notice how the Hurst exponent is not strictly stationary during the period under consideration. However for the S&P500, Fig. 1 (top) , the values of H L (t) are always very close to 0.5 (apart from a few periods) and, considering the error over their values, there is no evidence for long periods of persistency or antipersistency at this temporal scale. The same does not hold for the BP, Fig. 1 (bottom) , where significant deviations from the random walk behaviour can be observed. Further examples are reported in Ref..
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The general statistical behaviour of the local Hurst exponent is not only sensitive to the particular market but also to the scale of the observation. In order to highlight these differences we report in Fig. 2 the pdfs of H L (t) for various L in the particular case of the BOBL. For this fixed contract it is evident a change in the average behaviour of the index: from persistent at large scales to anti-persistent at small scales.
The relationship between the market dynamics and the scale of observation appears to become more evident when we plot the average value of the local Hurst exponent, H , against the scale L, Fig. 3 , ranging from 32 to 1 working days approximately. From this graph we infer how time series belonging to the same sector tend to have a qualitatively similar scale dependency. The indices futures, for example, Fig. 3 (a) , do not display a strong correlation between H and L with the exception of the Hang Seng (HI) whose persistency increases sharply at smaller scales. On the other hand a scale dependency is quite evident for the fixed income products, Fig. 3 (d) , where, interestingly, some time series (BN, US and BL) move from an antipersistent-like to an persistent-like behaviour as the scale increases.
As a result of the analysis carried out in this section we can claim that the actual behaviour of the stock market, described in terms of Hurst exponent, apart from being influenced by the particular period of time under consideration and by the maturity of the market, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] is also related to the scale of observation: this is an extremely relevant issue for practical applications. In fact, if we consider long time scales (large L), in reality, we are estimating the average Hurst exponent over that period.
For more exhaustive discussion on this subject and on "pitfalls" of the method with high-frequency data we refer the reader to Ref.. 
OPTIMAL EXIT TIMES IN FUTURES INDICES AT TICK LEVEL
The framework of inverse statistics has been recently introduced in the context of hydrodynamics with the aim of investigating the scaling properties of the elapsed times between large fluctuations in the velocity field of turbulent flows. 6, 7 Given the analogies between the scaling in turbulence and in the stock market dynamics, 2, 3, 5, 18 the application of this technique has been consequently extended to finance. The inverse statistics method consists in calculating, for each element of a time series, the time interval, or exit time, needed in order to reach for the first time a certain target level, R. For a generic variable Y at time t, the exit time, τ R (t), can be formally defined as
For clarity of notation, in the rest of the paper we will indicate the exit time simply as τ .
The first passage distribution, P (τ ), is then the probability distribution function (pdf) of the exit times. In the financial context we can identify the variable Y (t) with the price of a certain index, p r (t), or, alternatively, with its logarithm. In previous studies, [19] [20] [21] [22] up to a frequency of 5 minutes, P (τ ) displayed a pronounced peak, or optimal investing horizon, τ , as well as an asymptotical power law decay, P (τ ) ∼ τ −α , with α ∼ 1.5, independently on the specific market or sampling period * . In analogy with the distribution derived analytically for the Brownian motion 19 suggested the following empirical model for the first passage time distribution:
where ν, β and τ 0 are free parameters.
An interesting and practical issue concerning the first passage distribution in the stock market is related to the scaling of the optimal investing horizon, τ , with R. In a Brownian market, as expected under the efficient market hypothesis, this would scale as a power law
* It is worth pointing out that discrepancies from this "universal" value have been observed for times shorter then one minute in the NASDAQ index. with exponent γ = 2. Empirical studies [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] have instead revealed, at least for large target returns, a power law behaviour with γ systematically smaller than this benchmark value and depending on the specific market: in the emerging ones it results to be significantly smaller than in developed markets. 16 However, differences seem to disappear for data sampled at 5 minutes frequency where the scaling exponents seem to converge.
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Given the potential importance in high-frequency trading, in this section we investigate the statistical properties of the first passage distribution, P (τ ) for intra-day price changes, that is we do not include in the analysis the exit times which cross the end of day. As target variable for our investigation we use the straight difference in price,r τ (t) = p r (t + τ ) − p r (t) and not the logarithmic returns as in other studies. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] This choice, while providing a more natural unit of measure for intra-day price changes, enhances the underlying effects related to the granularity or discreetness of the fluctuation.
The data used in the analysis are composed of tick-by-tick snapshots of the order book for the following futures contracts: DAX (FDX), FTSI-100 (FFI), SPI (2YAP) (stock indices) and Eurex Bunds (FGBL) (fixed income). These time series span for a period of 200 working days starting from 2/7/2004 for the FDX and FGBL and from 13/7/2004 for the 2YAP and the FFI: for the 2YAP, the smallest data set, we have approximately 6 · 10 6 samples while for the FFI, the largest data set has about 2.1 · 10 7 samples.
In Fig. 4 we report the first passage distribution obtained by the analysis of our indices at different return levels (expressed in ticks). From the plots it is possible to observe an optimal exit time, τ , that is a peak of the first passage distribution, getting longer and longer as the target price difference is increased. Fits of the empirical pdfs with the model of Eq. (2), displayed for a return of 2 ticks, show good qualitative agreements. It is important to stress that what we report is an optimal "exit tick", rather than time, during business hours. Since the activity of the market is not homogeneous during the day, the optimal horizon should be properly rescaled for practical trading purposes and not used "as it is".
We notice also that the optimal exit horizon depends on the particular market under consideration, as shown in Fig. 4 . Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to identify a relation between τ and some intrinsic properties of the indices, such as the liquidity for example. In fact, the Australian 2YAP, despite being a relatively thin market, has an optimal horizon between the FDX and the FGBL, which are relatively more liquid. From Fig. 4 we notice also that the shape of the distribution tends to scale with the target price displacement, as expected also for the Brownian walk theory. In particular, we focus our attention on the target dependence, such as the one reported in Eq. (3), of the exit time τ . The results are reported on a double logarithmic scale in Fig. 5 . Despite the limitations of our temporal frame, that is one trading day, which does not allow to have a particulary broad range of scales available for analysis, a power law relation cannot be rejected by the fits, shown in Fig. 5 , where the exponents found are γ 2 for each index. This result does not match with the ones calculated for regularly spaced samples 19, 20, 22, 23 where γ 2. However, there are very important differences in the investigation lines other that the data sets used. In particular, we consider tick-by-tick data as opposed to evenly sampled and we limit ourselves to a single business day. It is worth pointing out that the values of the exponents found in the present analysis, which would indicate a subdiffusive behaviour for the price moments, have to be considered in the light of the non-homogeneous activity of the market during the day. We refer, in particular, to the series of zero returns that are more likely to be realized during the lunch hours and that can definitely influence the results. To stress this fact, we report in Fig. 6 , the distribution of the daily entry times necessary to achieve a return of 5 ticks. As expected, these results closely relate to the daily trading activity with a valley in the middle of the day where the frequency of the data arrival gets lower. Moreover, the distributions of entry times result to be independent on the target tick.
RELAXATION TIMES IN THE LIMIT ORDER BOOK
The study of limit order books † has recently attracted the attention of different econophysics groups around the world. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Understanding its complex mechanisms implies an understanding of the dynamics of the stock market at a microscopic level, that is, using a metaphor borrowed from physics, an understanding from "first principles". Far from being so ambitious we investigate the statistical relaxation properties of the aggregated demand and supply for two futures indices: the German DAX (FDX) and the Australian SPI (2YAP). The FDX † The order book, or limit order book, represents the ensemble of all the limit sell and buy orders which are present in the market at certain time. Each order is characterized by its limit price, that is the price at which it has to be executed, and its volume. What it is usually referred as "price", or "mid point price", of a stock, pr, is the mean value between the price at the best ask and the best bid in the book, that is a simple transform of the demand and the supply. 6 reflecting a lower frequency of updating. In particular, we refer to relaxation in terms of volume imbalance, Σ, defined as
where V
a,b i
is the total volume at the ith level in the ask (a) or bid (b) side, N a,b the total number of levels on the respective side of the book ‡ and t the tick time § . However, the above definition presents a drawback, that is the average order size can differ from market to market and, therefore, the value of Σ should be rescaled in order to standardize the results. In order to avoid this inconvenience we use the normalized volume imbalance, Σ, defined between [-1,1] according to
The relaxation time for a certain threshold volume imbalance κ is then defined as
given the entry time t κ , Fig. 7 , belonging to the set {t k } defined as
Given the limitation of our database, in the present study Na = N b = 10 for the FDX and 5 for the 2YAP. However, given that most of the relevant information is contained in the first levels, 30 we believe that we have a significantly faithful representation of the overall demand and supply.
§ The definition of volume imbalance given in Eq. (4) takes into account just the total number of orders in the book without considering their "spatial" distribution relative to the mid-point price, for example. The distribution of the volumes can, indeed, be of great importance and plays a major role in the appearance of large price fluctuations.
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However, in the present work we want to keep the discussion as simple as possible and, therefore, we focus on the homogeneous case. (
In order to simplify the notation, from now on, we use the convention {τ κ } ≡ {τ (t κ )}.
Relaxation times for the order book are very important from both a theoretical point of view and for the purposes of technical trading. In the first case a proper investigation would be able shed some light on the dynamical behaviour which characterize the traders reaction to a particular condition of the market, that is when there is imbalance between demand and supply. This "out-of-equilibrium" condition can be, in principle, very different from the situation when the book is balanced: the question is, how do the market participants act to drive the market to a new (meta-stable) "equilibrium"? In the context of technical trading, relaxation times could be used to determine temporal thresholds for the closure of a trade that was conditioned to a certain book configuration.
In Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively for the FDX and 2YAP, we report the empirical probability distribution functions (pdfs), P , of the relaxation times, τ κ for various thresholds κ of the normalized volume imbalance. From these plots we can infer a clear correlation between the shape of the distribution and the threshold imbalance: as we move from large to small κs the pdfs change in an almost continuous fashion. Moreover, we find that over almost all the range of κ under examination ¶ the distributions are very well described by a stretched exponential,
whereτ is the characteristic time scale and the exponent α belongs to the interval (0,1] . The insets of Figs. 8 and 9 report the fits for κ = 0.4. These findings share interesting similarities with relaxations in solid state physics 31, 33, 34 where it has been shown that different models can explain the rise of stretched exponential distributions. In particular, the convolution of Poisson processes with different characteristic times seems to be one of the most plausible scenarios 31, 35 . In the continuous limit, we can formalize this concept through the the ¶ For κ 0.7 we do not have many samples available and therefore the statistics results to be more ambiguous.
Convolution of distributions, such as the one in Eq. (9), is common also in other areas of physics as, for example, hydrodynamic turbulence where it has been used to interpret the asymptotic power law decay of the distribution of the fluctuations in radial velocity fields of turbulent flows. 
Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts equation (KWW),
where ρ(τ ) is the distribution of independent time scales, or Debye distribution, and can be calculated numerically for a fixed value of α 31 * * . The parameters of the stretched exponential, therefore, are related to the specific form of the Debye distribution. Despite its intuitive interpretation, this framework presents a drawback. In fact, assuming that Eq.(9) holds, we have to postulate the existence of a class of Debye distributions that can justify the ubiquity of stretched exponential relaxations. This issue can be partially solved by realizing that a Lévy stable distribution L α,β with parameters α ∈ (0, 1) and β = −1 is a solution of Eq. (9).
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The parameters characterize, respectively, the "fatness" of the distribution's tails and the degree of asymmetry and, therefore, β = −1 corresponds to a positively defined support for L α,β . The strength of this framework relies on the fact that Lévy distributions are attractors in the distributions space and, therefore, the appearance of a stretched exponential would be justified in the standard framework of stochastic processes. 39 In particular, Lévy distributions are fixed points for the addition of i.i.d. random variables, x i , whose individual distributions are asymptotically a power law,
, that is, with infinite variance.
Coming back to the relaxation times observed for the volume imbalance, Figs. 8 and 9, and given the previously mentioned conditions for the appearance of Lévy distributions, we can argue that such an attractor for ρ(τ ) in Eq. (9) can result as a consequence of the "fat" tails intrinsic in the human activity [40] [41] [42] and, therefore, help justify the empirical results † † . However, we still have to understand how the changes in ρ are related to the changes in κ. One possible scenario involves the set of "herding effects".
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In this case, as the imbalance in the book increases (hence |κ| > 0), well informed individuals and institutions (here, those with knowledge of the instantaneous order book state) invoke order submission and cancellation strategies that are more adapted to the large observed imbalance -for example, strategies that require longer waiting times between limit order submission and cancellation, or the submission of limit orders further from the current mid point price. Thus, as the informed market participants tend towards a broadly similar set of strategies, the heterogeneity within the market is reduced, leading to changes in the Debye distribution of order arrival and cancellation waiting times and, eventually, to changes in the distribution of imbalance relaxation times. Of course this scenario is speculative and it would be important to back up these qualitative arguments with rigorous numerical simulations. Moreover, numerical calculations of Debye distributions could help to shed some light on this issue.
For κ ∼ 0 the situation is slightly different. In this regime the distributions become so stretched that a power law, P (τ ) ∝ τ −γ , provides a better description of them in terms of least squared error. The change in the shape of the distributions, from stretched exponential towards a power law can still be interpreted in the framework of Eq. (9) given that the convolution of exponentials can give rise to asymptotic power laws. 45 More intuitively, we can interpret this "near-equilibrium" state in terms of diffusion processes. In fact, without any extra information given by the difference in demand and supply new limit orders are distributed on each side of the book according to a large number of heterogeneous strategies based on other indicators. This phase implies a diffusion process for the variable Σ (or Σ) and the appearance of power law relaxation times identified with a problem of first return to the origin. 45 In this framework, for a fractional Brownian motion it has been analytically shown that the asymptotic pdf of waiting times between two consecutive crossings of the origin would be a power law with exponent, H − 2 where H is the Hurst parameter of the walker. 9 Note that for the simple Brownian motion H = 0.5 and, therefore, the asymptotic power law exponent would be γ = 1.5. [8] [9] [10] For the time series under examination the exponent of the power law estimated for small imbalances, κ ∼ 0, is γ ∼ 1.5 for the FDX and γ ∼ 1.8 for the 2YAP. A dashed line for visual guidance is reported in Figs. 8 and 9 . The difference in the two exponents can be justified, at least, by two factors: difference in liquidity (the FDX is more liquid compared to the 2YAP and, as a consequence, its behaviour is closer to that of a random walk) and lack of information for the 2YAP (we have just 5 levels on each size of the book and more information may be "hidden" at deeper levels).
As a final note, we report in Fig. 10 the estimate of mean relaxation times as a function of κ in both trade time and tick time. For 0.1 κ 0.6, the increase of the mean relaxation time is a linear fiction of κ and, given that for a stretched exponential distribution the average relaxation time is given by
then we can infer that, in this regime,τ /α ∝ κ.
CONCLUSION
This work has focussed on demonstrating the application of a range of physical methods to high-frequency and tick-by-tick financial time series. The results presented relate to the local time-varying scaling properties of the price time series, the distribution of the so-called optimal investment horizon and also to the relaxation properties of disequilibrium limit order books.
In section 2 we demonstrated the use of the concept of local Hurst exponent in order to investigate the short scale dynamical properties of the correlations in different futures contracts (indices, commodities, exchange rate and fixed income) from the beginning of 2003 to the end of 2004. Analysis of the behaviour of H L (t) at different scales, and in particular its distribution, points out a scale dependent and non-stationary evolution of this scaling exponent, independent of the specific kind of contract. The Eurex Bunds, BOBL and U.S Treasury Bonds, for example, display an average persistent behaviour over time scales of approximately three weeks but they then become antipersistent, on average, for time scales of the order of one day. Moreover, we observe changes in the shape of the pdfs of H L (t) with time. This fact points to the existence of different market phases in the two years period from 1/1/2003 to 31/12/2004 and, therefore, evidence for non-stationarity. These empirical facts are in contrast with the EMH hypothesis, according to which H L (t) should be constant and equal to 0.5 for each time scale. It is worth to stress that the dynamical behaviour of the Hurst exponent is not related only to the liquidity of the market but also to the variety of time horizons involved in the trade of a particular asset. As a consequence, markets which involve many exogenous agents, such as the S&P500, tend to be more "efficient". A point we would like to emphasise is that the concept of Hurst exponent for non-stationary time series has a practical validity only in the period and the scale of observation. By estimating H with a large sample, due to the coarse-grain procedure of the DFA algorithm, we lose the local information and we obtain an "average" value over that period. This can or cannot be a problem for technical trading: it depends on the horizon we are interested in.
In section 3 we have shown the existence of an optimal exit time, or more correctly "exit tick", necessary to achieve a pre-fixed return. Moreover, even if on a limited range, the scaling of this quantity with the target tick can be well approximated with a power law with exponent γ 2 depending on the market under consideration. Previous studies have revealed a similar qualitative behaviour but with significant discrepancies in the scaling index value. 19, 20, 22, 23 The discrepancies can be taken into account by the tick nature of our data and the restriction of our analysis to business hours. To the best of our knowledge it is the first time that the optimal exit horizon has been calculated at tick-by-tick frequency inside a trading day. From the practitioner point of view the existence of such a stylized fact can potentially be exploited but its value has to be taken with care. In fact, the tick frequency depends on the intra-day pattern activity of the market and, therefore, the estimated value of τ . Note the usage of real time, that is sampling at a regular frequency, will lead to similar problems.
In section 4 we reported on investigations into the dynamical properties of the order book conditioned to an imbalance in the aggregated demand/supply. In particular, we focus on the time required for the order book to reach a new (meta-stable) "equilibrium". To the best of our knowledge this is the first investigation of this kind. Empirical results show how the relaxation times behave in a way that is analogous to that found in certain physical systems. In particular, the distribution P (τ κ ) seems to have a relatively broad spectrum that can be very well described by a stretched exponential distribution with characteristic parameters that depend on the threshold imbalance. This dependence can be related to a decrease in the heterogeneity of trader strategies as we move towards larger imbalances in the book, for example, due to herding mechanisms. For small initial imbalances, instead, diffusion processes seem to dominate the dynamics of the book.
In conclusion, we have shown that methods of physical analysis produce useful and potentially valuable insights into the dynamics of market microstructure. A feature of the results presented in this work is that they would not have been obtained without access to a high-frequency or tick-by-tick record of both market trade data and the limit order book state. We note that econophysicists and market practitioners are increasingly turning to the study of market microstructure, with the aim of gaining a better understanding of the complex system that is the financial marketplace. Still, questions on items such the source of market inefficiencies and the nature of the complex interplay between the limit order book, price evolution and order flow remain largely unaddressed. It is for these reasons that we expect to see the types of methods and time series discussed in this work to begin to feature ever more prominently in future econophysics literature.
